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Lalitha Sahasranamam The Thousand Names Of Sri Lalitha
Hinduism in the Modern World presents a new and unprecedented attempt to survey the nature, range, and significance of modern and contemporary Hinduism in South Asia and the global diaspora. Organized to reflect the direction of recent scholarly research, this volume breaks with earlier texts on this subject by seeking to overcome a misleading dichotomy between an elite, intellectualist "modern" Hinduism and the rest of what has so often been misleadingly
termed "traditional" or "popular" Hinduism. Without neglecting the significance of modern reformist visions of Hinduism, this book reconceptualizes the meaning of "modern Hinduism" both by expanding its content and by situating its expression within a larger framework of history, ethnography, and contemporary critical theory. This volume equips undergraduate readers with the tools necessary to appreciate the richness and diversity of Hinduism as it has
developed during the past two centuries.
This book, a sequel to the bestseller Autobiography of an Avadhoota, covers memorable experiences of Avadhoota Nadananda’s childhood and his later life as a sanyasi (renunciate monk), Guru, Avadhoota and a social worker. The reader travels with him as he determinedly journeys through the vicissitudes of his early life, climbing the lofty peaks of the Himalayas to Gyanganj, the land of the Avadhootas, sharing his overflowing joy in serving fellow human
beings and eventually finding his successor. It outlines the multifaceted life of Avadhoota Nadananda through his memories as an Avadhoota with a vision, a sadhaka (spiritual practitioner) with a mission, a dreaming social activist with great love for the world, a guru with experiences to share, and a human being who only wanted to see his fellow beings live in eternal harmony and mutual love. Welcome to the journey of a lifetime that takes us through the mind
and life of a simple man, a staunch spiritualist, a man of uncanny tenacity and conviction, a super human, a complete disciple who never asked his Master “WHY?”. The exceptional story of a living master, Avadhoota Nadananda. The Man. The Vulnerability. The Tenacity. The Determination. The Grace. The Purpose. The Miseries. The Masters! "A Masterpiece beyond definitions! The journey of a thinking man into the unthinkable realms of true spirituality,
guided by his powerful guru, chiseled through unforgiving lifestyles in the toughest terrains of Himalayas, to great heights of superconscious existence! A modern-day epic. A must-read indeed" - Mohanji
Lalitha Sahasranamam consists of very powerful hymns in praise of the Goddess and regular chanting of these hymns brings prosperity and happiness in life. When chanted with meaning understood, it gives inner peace, clarity of thoughts and improves performance at work. In Me and the Mother, the inner meaning of each verse, which can be correlated to the person who chants with an involved mind, is provided in English and it is not the superficial meaning of
the word. That way, the book is unique in leading you to a new level of satisfaction in life. Familiarity with Sanskrit is not essential to grasp the contents of this book.
There are lot many books on Lalitā Sahasranāma in English. This is not just one more. The best feature of this book is that every name is compared with the corresponding meanings/ analogies in 20+ Upanishads, various mantras, Brahma Sūtram, Devee Bhāgavatam, Mahā Shoḍanyāsam, Nitya Shoḍashikārnavam, different Sūtras, Shiva and other Purānas, Soundaryalaharee, Sree Lalitā Trisatee, Sree Lalitopākyānam, Sree Varivasyā Rahasyam, Sreemad
Bhagavad Geeta, Sree Vidyasaparyapaddhati, Sruti, Smrutis, Vishnu Sahasranāma and what not?For instance 712th name Ë has explanations/ references running for 5 pages and the irony is that the smallest name and has got the longest explanation.The forty verses called Paribhāsha stotras is a self-contained research paper on Lalitā Sahasranāma. It is perfect allegory. At the outset the surface meaning of these verses is as praising and bowing Sree Devee. But the
deep inner meaning is that, it explains the structure of all the thousand names - the starting letter of every name, etc. It is a delight to read these verses.This book does not intend scholarly readers, but expects a very common audience. Hence while transliterating the Samskrit words in English, the international convention of diacritical markings have not been followed in its entirety, but still followed in an easy way of reading.The names are written in Devanāgari also
to make the reading easy for those who can read Samskrit.Om Tat Sat
Me and the Mother
Bridges
Paribhasha Storas
The Universe that is God
Literature and Nation
A 53-card Deck & Guidebook for Embodying Love

Lalitha Sahasra Nama (Thousand Names of Goddess Lalitha) are chanted everyday by the devotees of Divine Mother. There are the most prominent among all the hymns of Devi (God in the form of Mother). Though these names have many hidden meanings, they are basically Tantric in nature, because the sadhana of Sakti (God as energy) is the
key factor Tantras. However there are many verses in this hymn that praise the Para Brahman (Supreme One God) of Vedas. The hidden secrets of many disciplines like Astrology, Vedanta, Yoga and Tantra are explained in this book at respective places while commenting on the hidden meanings of these names. There is no such commentary on
these verses in recent times which reveals as much as this book does, It is hoped that this book will motivate the readers who are in the path of sadhana to move ahead towards realization of their spiritual practice.
"Indisputably, Gayatri* is the greatest Mantra in the Vedas. It has been claimed that it is the quintessence of Vedas. The Mantra: ॐ (भूर्भुवहसुवह) तत् सवितुर्वरेण्यं भर्गो देवस्य धीमहि धियो यो नः प्रचोदयात्॥ The Mantra means that that there are three layers of existence and in all the layers, that sun Brahman (universal Consciousness) provides
its effulgence. We focus our awareness towards that wisdom. We are ordained to repeat this Mantra on every spiritual occasion so that we do not lose sight of the fact even for a moment. In Bhu and Bhuvar Loka (layers) thought predominates pushing awareness to back-seat. Bhu is earth where we belong and Bhuvar Loka is the world of
imagination that tethers us to Bhu (Loka). At Suvar Loka (layer), thought dissipates allowing unobstructed freedom of awareness. Predominance of thought implies duality (dvaita) as "I" am different from the world at large. As a consequence, thought creates a virtual reality common to all beings. We know no other reality. When a spiritual
aspirant transcends thought, he graduates into a world of awareness where true reality is revealed. Space and time cease. That is the world of Lalitambika (Advaita). Most of the thousand names (Lalita Sahasranama) are relevant to a devotee who has transcended Bhu and Bhuvar Loka (layers) and set his focus on Suvar Loka with assistance from
Lalitambika."
Shri Lalitha Sahasranama Is A Text From Brahmanda Purana; which is a Sacred Text To The Worshippers Of Goddess Lalitha. Lalitha Sahasranamam Contains The Thousand Names Of The Universal Mother Goddess Lalitha. The Names Are Organized In Hymns (Stotras). It Is The Only Sahasranama That Does Not Repeat A Single Name.This Book
Contains:1.Shri Lalitha Sahasranamavali2.Shri Lalitha Sahasranama Stotram3.Lalitha Sahasranama Stotram Phalasruthi4.108 Names Of Lalitha Devi5.Lalitha Panchakam 6.Soundaryalahari
The seas will devour the glorious city of Dwarka. People will forget your name and your Gita! May the world perish! May the world perish!' With this cruel curse on Krishna, Queen Gandhari, plunges mankind into the unspeakable evil of the Kali Yuga. It is up to Pradyumna to try and reverse the dire prediction. To journey into terrifying realms,
confront Yama and Shiva, and to vanquish the Kali demon. And to do so, he must shed all that holds a mortal back-his arrogance, his fears, his baser instincts . . . He must lead his people out of the swirling vortex of greed, disease and misery. And there is one powerful weapon still-the secret surrounding his origin. Will he uncover it in time to
fight off the cataclysm? In the answer lies the destiny of all humanity!
Kundalini
Saints, Wonderful Temples, Scriptures And God's Ways!
Shri Lalitha Sahasranama Stotram, Phalasruthi, Panchakam, Soundaryalahari and 108 Names of Lalitha Devi
Glorious Alchemy
The Brahmāṇḍa Purāṇa
SRI LALITHA SAHASRANAMAM

Bharat is the land of sages and saints. In the first part we are coming into contact with great saints like Shirdi Sai Baba, Sri Sathya Sai Baba, Bhagavan Ramana Maharishi, Yogi Paramahamsa Yogananda, Swami Vivekananda, Divine Saint Arutprakasa Vallalar, Swami Chinmayananda Saraswathi. In the second part, the special features of some of our wonderful temples have been explained. The third part is devoted to our
ancient Vedas, Scriptures, Mahabharat etc. Many secrets have been revealed in this part. The fourth part is revealing God’s mysterious ways. The power of prayer, and how God elevates men by His mysterious ways have been explained. In total, this book is a guide for all to understand the divinity of our land.
India is the mysterious land chosen as her own by Kundalini, The Mother of the Universe. What we read in old histories and Holy Bibles, and the records, can be seen there today. In India there are Yogis who perform such marvelous feats that Doctors, Scientists and Chemists are unable to solve them, and I may say, are unable to understand them. For instance, such feats, as lying down upon blazing logs of fire; walking over red
hot fire that has been especially prepared by burning ten tons of wood, twenty men walked over this without a burn - not even a hair on their feet; also feats of levitation, walking on water, etc., equally as astonishing. Yogi Haridas, at Lahore, willingly permitted himself to be buried alive for forty days under fifteen feet of earth. After that length of time, he was taken out as normal as ever. Such as that, and standing on one leg for
years; head buried in the earth with both legs up in the air for days; living without food for forty years, these and many other things can be seen in India today. Any one wishing to read further about this may obtain the author's booklet entitled: "Marvelous feats performed by Yogis through Yoga." I have received many letters asking: "How can that be done?" The answer is, they always do this through the Kundalini (The Divine
Mother) by awakening her from her sleep, for then any one can have supernatural power - this is her gift with unfoldment. "Kundalini the Giver of Health"; "Kundalini the Giver of Wealth"; "Kundalini the Giver of Joy and Happiness"; "Kundalini the Giver of Faith"; "Kundalini the Giver of Bliss, Life, and Powers." By awakening her, seeming miracles can be performed by men and women. The resurrection came as a living faith; see
"The Great Masters of the Himalayas" - by the author. The Kundalini is always back of all powers and feats of seeming miracles. She is the All in All. Swami Vivekananda says: "Whenever there is any manifestation of what is ordinarily called supernatural power or wisdom, there must have been a little (control over the) current of Kundalini which found its way into the Sushumna. Only, in the vast majority of such cases of
supernaturalism, they ignorantly stumble on some practice which set free, (and made them conscious of) a minute portion, (of the control) of the coiled up Kundalini." The Kundalini (Divine Mother), always keeps for herself a chosen country, in which her higher wisdom is preserved from all dangers. That land is India. When she wanted to see the play of helplessness, weakness and ignorance of the world, she chose that land.
When the Kundalini again wants to raise up from ignorance to Mighty Wisdom, and a Blissful state, she chooses India again, for the purpose of raising India once more to the highest of Pure Wisdom. In ages past the greatest Avatars, of India - Sri Rama Chandar, Ram Sri, Sri Krishna, King Janak, Guru, Buddha and countless others. The present day we have Saint Mahatma Gandhi. Why does the Kundalini choose India? To
perfect her being and for the purpose of perfecting harmony. That only can save the world from misery of selfishness and hate. Only India can find harmony. That harmony is by change of heart. Such change and harmony comes by Yoga. Yoga can and will change the mind, heart, and action; this change is from within; not from without. Not by politics nor by creeds but by the realization of the Goddess Kundalini, remodeling life by
pure Wisdom - not by knowledge. This Divine Harmony is not alone for suffering humanity, but for even the smallest insects, animals, etc. That change of heart, that Blessed Harmony, the son of Mother India, Mahatma Gandhi, has shown the world.
It Analyses, For The First Time, Each Of Sri Lalita S Thousand Names, Through Themes Like The Goddess S Anthropomorphic Forms, Abodes And Ritualistic Worship. It Underscores The Importance Of Lalita-Sahasranama In Philosophy, Tantra, Yoga, Sahasranama Literature, Etc.
The hymn Ganesha sahasranama is found in the Ganesha purāna. It is taught to lord Shiva by lord Ganesha himself. The story is given in detail in poorvapeethika that when lord Shiva wanted to destroy the tripurāsura - the demon king with three flying cities, but could not succeed even after enormous efforts, lord Shiva meditated on Ganesha. Then Ganesa appeared before Shiva in his five faced form (panchamukha Ganesha)
and initiated lord Shiva with this hymn. This thousand name hymn of ganesha ( ganesha sahasranama ) is one among the powerful hymns on lord Ganesha and it has great importance in the Gānāpatya tradition.Bhāskara rāya mākhin a great shākta scholar and devotee of the mother goddess, a scholar in Vedas, purānas and mantra shāstras had written a wonderful commentary on the hymn. The commentary is called khadyota
(that which enlightens the sky) It is named so as it puts light on the deeper meanings of the names of this thousand names hymn (sahasranāma stotra) I have explained every name of this thousand names hymn based on the khadyota commentary and I have also quoted shlokas from the Vedas, purānas and tantras.Some names of the sahasranāma refer to various forms and incarnations of lord Ganesha. I have quoted the
dhyāna shloka (verses describing forms of ganesha to be meditated on) of those forms from the tantra and āgama shāstras and also explained their meanings.The sahasranamavali (list of names from the sahasranama) starting with one and ending with namah (salutation) is also given for the perpose of chanting. the book has two indexes first index containing index of all names in the order in which it occurs in the hymn and the
second index is alphabetical.
Archana Book
Hinduism in the Modern World
Power Women
Sacred Space, Sacred Sound
Essays on the History of Religions
Shri Lalitha Sahasranama [in Hindi and English ]

Compilation of Sanskrit texts on Lalitā, form of Tripurasundarī, Hindu deity.
I wrote Bridges for two important reasons. Long years before I came to be known as a writer, I heard fascinating accounts of their life and times from my elders. Rukmini Paati, who was part of our domestic staff, said, ‘Those days, married couples only got to speak to each other on auspicious or festive days. Yet these rare interactions were enough to cause pregnancies, much as cotton catches fire in the vicinity of a flame. To what
lengths the young women went to attempt abortions! Sesame soaked in jaggery was a favoured concoction. Eating camphor stuffed in coconut and left in it for four days led to burnt mouths and insides, even death.’ Peria Athai, my elder aunt said, ‘We boiled castor oil and poured it into pots and arranged them in a row in bamboo racks, and this oil served both as fuel for our lamps and a laxative periodically administered to all the
children.’ You had to stay out of sight of one and all during your periods. During those days, we sat in the cowshed and made brooms and mud stoves by hand, patted and dried cowdung into cakes for fuel,’ my mother recalled. Other elders gave graphic accounts of the puberty rites, four-day-long weddings, and the ‘santi muhurtam’ or marriage consummation ceremony of their time. The lifestyles, practices and rituals of my
grandparents and other ancestors of pre-electricity, pre-modern vintage overwhelmed me, amazed me, made me think. This was the first impetus for the writing of Bridges. As for the other... The mellowing of a wilful, temperamental girl into a sober young woman on her coming of age and having to shoulder responsibilities was another fact of life that left me wonderstruck. I found it even more surprising that this once callow young
woman whom responsibility made into a wise and effective link between the generations, eventually grew into a complaining old woman, age and debility perhaps robbing her of the wisdom she acquired over the decades. I am sure there are exceptions to the rule, but I speak of the majority. I do believe that an old woman spends the major part of her last years in looking back and ruminating over her past, just as a young girl dreams of
her future for most of her waking hours. It came as a revelation to me that a woman is moulded at a certain stage of her life to act as the present that links the past and the future, a bridge that spans two shores vastly separated by thought and circumstance. The birth and death of this process of maturing of the mind that takes place in a woman was my second inspiration for creating Bridges. When the Tamil original, Paalangal was first
published in 1983, I dedicated it to all those who helped me build those bridges: Rukmini Paati, Peria Athai, Amma, Yagappanagar Paati, Brinda, Pappamma, Saroja, Kamalam Mami, Swaminatha Mama, Radha, Parimala, Lalita and many other Thathas, Paatis, Mamas and Mamis, whom I did not know before I met them to research for the book. I remember them once again with happiness and gratitude. I rededicate the book also to Mr
Balasubramaniam of Ananda Vikatan who unhesitatingly encouraged me and serialised this unusual tale that was in the nature of a concatenation of events and incidents rather than a typical novel. To him and the three artists he commissioned, Gopulu, Maruti and Jeyaraj, whose period-specific illustrations embellished each generation featured in the novel, my sincere, joyous gratitude. - Sivasankari
Archana Book (Small) With English Translation. This Version Of The Archana Book Contains The Traditional 1,000 Names Of The Divine Mother, 108 Names Of Amma, Sri Lalitha Sahasranama Stotram, Mahisasura Mardini Stotram, And The 15th And 18th Chapters Of The Bhagavad Gita. You Will Also Find The English Translation Of These Chants. This Is A Wonderful Addition To The Ritual Of Performing The Manasa Puja and
Chanting The Praises Of The Goddess. Benefits Of The Archana: The Archana Brings Prosperity To The Family And Peace To The World. It Will Remove The Effects Of Past Mistakes. We Will Get The Strength To Understand Truth And Live According To It. We Will Get Long Life And Wealth. The Atmosphere Gets Purified with The Chanting Of Lalita Sahasranama, The Energy In Every Nerve Of Our Body Will Be Awakened.
This Puja Will Eliminate All Harm Arising From The Displeasure Of Ancestors Or From Evil Spells From Others. There Is No Need After This For You Children To Resort To Special Rites To Ward Off Such Evils, Because The Power That You Gain By This One-Pointed Puja Is Not Achieved By Any Priest Or Mantravadin In A Thousand Years Of Worship. When We Pray With Open Hearts, The Effects Of All Evil Spells Vanish.
You Need Not Fear Any More About Such Things. Of Course There Are Some Bad Times In One’s Life; That Is Not From Any Evil Spells Cast By Anybody. Do Not Be Misled By These. Those Who Do This Need Not Go For Anything Else. All Evils Will Be Removed. Published By The Disciples Of Mata Amritanandamayi Devi, Affectionately Known As Mother, Or Amma The Hugging Saint.
Chanting the names of Gods and Goddesses invokes a religious fervour in people, and helps them focus on the Almighty. This series has a listing of a thousand names of Gods and Goddesses, whose names and forms are endless and each of which is significant to the devotee.
Translated Based on Bhaskara Raya Makhin's Khadyota Bhashya
An Exploration of Lalita Sahasranama
Hidden meanings of Lalita Sahasranama
The Secret of God's Son
VOYAGE – OFFSHORE PIONEERING TO SUBJECTIVE REALITY and PRASANTHI
This book presents the incredible journey of Avadhoota Nadananda as he transforms from an inquisitive, young man to one who achieves the highest spiritual awakening under the guidance of his spiritual Master. He takes the plunge into the relatively anonymous world of pure spirituality beyond all comfort zones and emotions that an average human being can never imagine. Join us on Nadananda's journey to the unfathomable, unimaginable and unthinkable as he travels
across the length and breadth of India overcoming all odds to finally reach Gyanganj (Shambala), the causal layer of earth and the world of Avadhootas located somewhere in Tibet. Walking without money, without shelter, without even any clear destination as a wandering monk surrendered completely to his spiritual Master, he elevates his awareness and establishes himself completely and firmly in the path of Avadhootas. Upon receiving the highest spiritual knowledge,
he returns and dedicates his life to serving humanity. Welcome to the journey of a lifetime that takes us through the mind and life of a simple man, a staunch spiritualist, a man of uncanny tenacity and conviction, a super human, a complete disciple who never asked his Master “WHY?”. The exceptional story of a living master, Avadhoota Nadananda. The Man. The Vulnerability. The Tenacity. The Determination. The Grace. The Purpose. The Miseries. The Masters! "A
Masterpiece beyond definitions! The journey of a thinking man into the unthinkable realms of true spirituality, guided by his powerful guru, chiseled through unforgiving lifestyles in the toughest terrains of Himalayas, to great heights of super conscious existence! A modern day epic. A must read indeed" -- Mohanji
This is the first book to deal with the culture of Britain and India over the past two hundred years in an integrated way. Previously unavailable texts make this an invaluable resource for all those interested in British and Indian literature.
This book is a second in the series of a compilation of spiritual discourses rendered by Sri Sakthi Amma, from Sripuram, Sri Narayani Peedam, Thirumalaikodi, Vellore District, Tamilnadu, India.
Have you heard of a camera that can focus on two places at the same time? Or a mind that can follow two stories happening in two different planes? The former is impossible, inconceivable and practically useless; but the later is possible, interesting and even exciting too. Priyam - A Movement of Love rests on this premise. One storyline runs around Madhavan, an orphan who later becomes the owner of an ad agency and falls in love with Priya, a beautiful widow. The other
story is of Sethu a masseur attached to a star-hotel, who cures a beautiful dancer, Sharada, of a cramp and enters her heart. Madhavan and Priya marry; looks like their marriage will be an extended honeymoon, but Destiny wills otherwise. Sethu proposes to Sharada; she readily accepts. Destiny upsets their wedding plans. It is only at the end of the story we understand Destiny's hidden agenda - to tell the world: 'Love is all there is. Rumi said, If you let God weave the verse
in your poem people will read it forever. When you are finished with this book you will understand Rumi's words and.... start reading it again. Lalitha Shivaguru, Reviewer
Sri Lalita Sahasranamam
Lalitha Sahasranamam with content meaning in English
An Insight Into the Thousand Names of Lord Vi??u
Autobiography of an Avadhoota - Part II
My Wild and Crazy Ride to Here and Now, with Amma, the Hugging Saint
Sri Lalita Sahasranama

This is the author’s third book. His first book, Adventures in Three Worlds, is a recollection of the events that happened in the author’s life and the lessons he learned. The second book, A Path to Discover, is like a treatise on the world’s reaction to the coronavirus, which people are still going through, one wave after another with new variants. This book, Voyage – Offshore Pioneering to Subjective Reality &
Prasanthi, starts with the early days of Mumbai High development and goes on to discuss indigenization, where the oil and gas industry is heading versus renewable, and increased risk service providers are subjected to with the industry. The author then narrates his transition from the offshore oil and gas industry to ‘Subjective Reality, Sanatana Dharma and Peace’ in sunset years. He reminds of Adi
Shankara’s teaching, ‘a duty-based life’ and not ‘a right based society’. The author concludes by suggesting the importance of spending time each day alone in silence to create an inner connection. Silence is a form of peace in every situation of life and has a meaning. Whether it is a slow period of life, a loss of a relationship or a loss of life, the silence it brings along has a purpose. The purpose is to understand
life. Most people wake up to their day purposeless just to become a part of the race. When the period of silence comes into their life, they break down very easily because they never spent that much needed time to have a realization of the true meaning of life.
The Product Of Several Years Of Research, The Penguin Book Of Hindu Names Is A Comprehensive Compilation Of Hindu Names In Current Use. The Meaning Of Each Of The Approximately 20,000 Names In The Volume Is Extensively Discussed And Information On Sources And Usage Is Also Provided. The Book Is Cross-Referenced To Make It Easier To Use. The Aim Of The Work Is Twofold: To Serve
As A Practical Guide For Parents Choosing A Name For Their Offspring; And To Provide A Precise And In-Depth Sourcebook For Scholars, Pandits And Lay Readers Who Like To Know What Familiar (And Not So Familiar) Hindu Names Actually Mean.
The Lalitha Sahasranamam is one of the important and famous hymn in the Hindu way of life. It is a hymn in praise of Lalitha Tripurasundari also called as Lalithambika. The Lalitha Sahasranamam occurs in the Brahmanda Purana. It is a hymn that describes the 1000 various names of Sri Lalitha Tripurasundari as the Divine Mother. While doing so, the hymn provides a beautiful mix of poetry, romance,
religion and philosophy. It is presented during the course of instructions imparted to Sage Agasthya by Lord Hayagriva who is an incarnation of Lord Vishnu. Broadly, the Sahasranamam describes the beauty of the Goddess, her kingdom known as Sri Puram or Sri Nagara, the great lotus forest known as Mahapadma vana at the centre of this city of Sri Nagara and her ultimate battle against Bandasura and
his annihilation. I have divided the subject into sixteen chapters and tried to briefly explain it to the extent of my understanding.
Commentary By T.V. Narayana Menon. Sri Lalita Sahasranama With Commentary. The Thousand Names Of The Divine Mother Is An In-Depth Exploration Of One Of The Most Sacred And Powerful Of Chants: In This Scholarly, Yet Devotional Book, Each Of The 1,000 Mantras That Compose The Chant Are Mused Upon And Explained. The Book Also Explains Some Of The History, Benefits As Well As
The Powers Of This Great Hymn. A Wonderful Way To Improves One's Understanding And Feel For The Lalita Sahasranama. Amma Says In Regards To This Chant, Devi Will Always Protect Those Who Chant The Lalita Sahasranama With Devotion Each Day. She Also Advises That This Chant Be Recited Daily For The Relief Of Suffering. Published By The Disciples Of Mata Amritanandamayi Devi,
Affectionately Known As Mother, Or Amma The Hugging Saint.
Theology and Tradition of Eternity
Effigies Dei
Nama-wise Commentary in English with Text in Sanskrit
Connect With The Divine Vol - 2
Rising in Love
Philosophy of Adi Advaita
I wrote a book for self realization ( eternity) in the line of enlightenment, as part of serious effort to establish a doctrine called Adi Advaita, with the tradition of Lord Venkateswara. It includes valuable knowledge of guru/self/Brahman of creation, of incarnation, of Vedas, of divine chant/mantra, of holy seven hills, of revelations (the agama science) of sadguru and yoga and related in easily understandable and modern terminology. This is useful for all; gives you in-depth
key knowledge of eternity and aids in living in peace.
This is an exploration of Lalita Sahasranama. There is many a book available on Lalita Sahasranama. This book is not on, but about Lalita Sahasranama. Paribhasha verses are an insight into, an analysis of, a research paper on and what not, about Lalita Sahasranama. These forty verses apparently look like praising/ bowing to Shreedevee. But it is full of mathematics using Katapayadhi and Bhoota Sankya methods of denoting numerals in Samskrit by letters/ words.
Sahasranama about any God is always in the form stotra-s - i.e. verses. Different sages split the verses into 1000 names and thus we get namavali - series of names about that God. There could be minor differences in splitting the verses into name through different schools - however, the total count of 1000 will not be affected. The Paribhasha verses give the rules to divide the 182.5 verses of Lalita Sahasranama Stotra into 1000 names. When these verses are split into
names using this method, the verses are split uniquely into 1000 names. Let Shreedevee shower her choicest blessings to all the readers.
The Thousand Names Of The Divine Mother: Shri Lalita SahasranamaM A Center
Visionary singer Susan Hale believes that early peoples deliberately built their structures to enhance natural vibrations. She takes us around the globe-from Stonehenge and New Grange to Gothic cathedrals and Tibetan stupas in New Mexico-to explore the acoustics of sacred places. But, she says, you don't have to go to the Taj Mahal: The sacred is all around us, and we are all sound chambers resonating with the One Song.
The Divine Feminine Oracle
The Acoustic Mysteries of Holy Places
The Thousand Names Of The Divine Mother: Shri Lalita Sahasranama
A Journey into Hindu Mythology, Folklore and History
Lalitasahasran?ma
The Thousand Names of Shiva

The Universal Mother: Sri Lalita Sahasranama: Translation and Significance Four Volume Set is intended for those seeking spiritual knowledge. Sri Lalita Sahasranama Hymn, is a dialogue between Lord Hayagreeva and sage Agasthya. The Four Volume Set offers extensive meaning and explanation for each of the 1000 names and; * Provides syllabification, word meaning, general meaning and
significance in English with Sanskrit slokas where appropriate. * Uncovers characteristics and meanings of Sri Lalita Devi's names relating to Hindu mythology, sacred scriptures, theosophy and spirituality. * Each volume is about 500 pages of Sanskrit and English text, contains 10-15 pictures, and includes appendices covering supporting topics. * Explains the Universality of Truth, Chakras, methods of
Yoga and Meditation * Simplifies difficult concepts illustrated through stories and examples * Referenced ideas from the Puranas, Upanishads, Srimad Bhagavad Gita and Patanjali Yoga Sutras * Reverberates the idea of the oneness of God, "Ekam Sat..." irrespective of different faiths; all lead to One Excerpts from Scholars and Gurus "..... This book in which the namavalis of Sri Lalitha Sahasranamam
have been earnestly translated and their significance elaborately expressed in English will be a welcome addition to all English speaking devotees..." ---His Holiness Sri Sri Bharathi Theertha Mahaswamiji, Sri Sringeri Sharada Peetham "... Smt. Krishna Kota has brought an illuminating book on Sri Lalita Sahasranama- her elucidations reveal her eloquence in the subject matter undertaken and her
dedicated and steadfast efforts in collecting the materials for explanation from all quarters of the treasure houses of knowledge- really a great attempt to embrace the whole Divine principle manifested and unmanifested in the adoration of a dedicated soul..." --His Holiness Sri Kanchi Kamakoti Peetadhipathi, Jagadguru Sri Sankaracharya Swamigal "... reflects the author's excellent knowledge on sruti
and smriti, apart from her devotion and deep rooted belief in the Sanatana Dharma- remarkable feature is translations are very well supported by beautiful illustrations and charts presenting supplement information for deeper understanding- gem of its kind..." --A. Ramakrishna Deekshitulu, Hereditary Archaka, Srivari Temple, Tirumala "...one of the most detailed presentations available, and certainly the
longest and most comprehensive in the English language. The Sanskrit of the names is explained with great detail and precision so as to make sense and relevance to every sincere seeker...... well organized... Its entire layout is carefully conceived to bring out the essence of the profound mantras, making it a great joy to read and study for hours on end. Examining these volumes easily becomes a
sadhana in itself... We thank Krishna Kota for the great service that she has rendered in writing this wonderful book..." --Pandit Vamadeva Shastri (David Frawley) Other scholars reviewed and provided forewords include Brahmasri Samaveda Shanmukha Sarma, Sri Dorbala Prabhakara Sarma, Pandit Gajanana Joshi, Dr. C. Vijaya Raghavacharyulu, Swami Padmanabhananda of The Divine Life
Society, Dr. Samudrala Lakshmanayya of TTD, Dr. Radha J Sarma - Professor of Internal Medicine, Dr. Dhulipala Ramakrishna, Sri G Prabhakara Charyulu of Sri Vikhanas Trust, Tirumala and Pujyasri Paripurnanandagiri Swamy of Sri Vyasasrama Erpedu .
The women in India's great epics compare favourably with the men Draupadi, the princess with five husbands and a fiery temperament; Uloopi, who abducted the mighty warrior Arjuna; Satyabhama, who fought alongside Krishna to kill the demon Narakasura; Sita, who dramatically descended into the bowels of the Earth rather than return to her suspicious husband; Satyavati, whose greed set the
stage for the Kurukshetra War; or Savitri, who achieved the impossible without picking up a weapon. Pushpa Kurup brings their stories and many others in this brilliant compilation of the powerful and intriguing women of our mythology. What enriches this volume further is the inclusion of a few lesser-known but equally significant women, such as Unniyarcha, the heroine of the vadakkanpaatu of
Malabar; Kannagi, whose fury destroyed the prosperous Pandya kingdom of Madurai; or Sati Devi and Amba, who immolated themselves in their bid to achieve their mission. From bhikkunis and sanyasinis to wild and wayward women, from daughters, wives, mothers and grandmothers to queens, warriors and scholars, the stories of these splendid women throw up many surprises and make for a
fascinating read.
Chanting or listening to the one thousand names of the Lalitā Sahasranāma is a treasured practice among lovers of Lalitā Devī. This commentary takes a non-traditional approach and provides a primer on Śrīvidyā.
Hymn to Lalitā, form of Tripurasundarī (Hindu deity), enumerating her thousand names.
Universal Mother - Vol. 3
Sri Lalita Sahasranama - Translation and Significance Priyam
Talking Is Wasted Breath
A Brief Overview
Lalita Sahasranamaha - in a New Light
Studying The Meaning And Significance Of Sri Visnu Sahasranama, The Book Discuss The Metaphysical Nuances Of Each Name, Related Concepts/Terms And The Origin Of The Sacred Hymn. It Shows How The Text Presents A Picturesque Account Of The Supreme Reality.
Rising in Love tells the story of the author's extraordinary spiritual awakening in America (which included meeting an angel), his discovery of Amma (the living Guru known in the West as “the Hugging Saint”), and the 27 amazing years he has spent in quest of Enlightenment as Amma’s devotee, most of that time in India. The book is a multi-faceted diamond. It is a
suspenseful psychological thriller, a page-turner from the outset—yet there also much humor in the narrative, and at times reads like a comedic novel. From another angle, it is a story of profound healing from delusion, drug addiction and despair into a joyous and beautifully fulfilled life, and as such it is a ray of hope for all who suffer from addiction or mental illness of one
kind or another.
An unflinching portrayal of contemporary India that explores the tensions between modernity and tradition, urban and rural life, duty and free will. Madhav is a man with an engineering job that pays rather well. He also has a family that consists of a mother who doesn’t understand why it is so wrong to demand dowry for her son when she paid out a generous dowry for her
daughter; a father who feels so obligated to his beautiful wife for consenting to marry an average-looking man like him, he will not deny her, no matter how outrageous her demands; a grandfather whose wacky schemes occupy his own time and Madhav’s; and a grandmother whose caustic tongue hides a kind heart. In his traditional role as the oldest son, Madhav is expected
to marry a girl who will help him conduct the rituals for the afterlife of his ancestors, which he is happy to do. But when it comes to picking a bride, he would prefer to break from tradition and find his own. This is not something his parents are willing to accept. Please note: ◆ The previous edition of this book was entitled 28 Years A Bachelor. ◆ Spellings used in this book are
British/Indian. ◆ All books in this series may be read independently.
With Introduction and Commentary
Autobiography of an Avadhoota - Part I
Ganesha Sahasranama - Thousand Names of Ganesha
Lalita Sahasranama
Living the Lalitā Sahasranāma
Translation of Bhaaskaraya's Bhaashyam
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